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Abstract Current database survivability technologies focus on maintaining data integrity
and availability in the face of attacks. They are very limited in satisfying differ-
entiated information assurance requirements of various database services under
sustained attacks. This paper takes the first steps towards delivering database ser-
vices with information assurance guarantees. In particular, (a) we introduce the
concept of Quality of Integrity Assurance(QoIA) services; (b) we present a data
integrity model which allows customers or applications to quantitatively specify
their integrity requirements on the services that they want the database system
to deliver; and (c) we present an algorithm that can enable a database system to
deliver a set of QoIA services without violating the integrity requirements spec-
ified by the customers on the set of services. Our approach can deliver integrity
guarantees to database services, though sometimes some availability loss could
be caused. Our approach can be easily integrated into our Intrusion Tolerant
Database System(ITDB).

Keywords: Database Security, Survivability, QoIA Services

1. Introduction

Despite authentication and access control, data contained in a database can
be corrupted by authorized insiders due to operational mistakes or malicious
intent, or by outside attackers who have assumed an insider’s identity. Al-
though substantial research is done on how to survive data corruption attacks
[10, 3, 2, 8, 5, 7], with a focus on maintaining data integrity and availability
in the face of attacks (i.e., state-oriented survivability), existing database sur-
vivability technologies are very limited in satisfying differentiated information
assurance requirements of various database services under sustained attacks.

*This work is supported by NSF CCR-TC-0233324, and by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) and Air Force Research Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, US AF, under agreement number
F20602-02-1-0216.
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Figure 1. A Survivable Database System Architecture

We call database services associated with a specific level of information as-
surance requirements a QoIA (Quality of Information Assurance) service. We
say a QoIA service is delivered if the assurance requirements of the service are
satisfied when the service is executed.

The concept of QoIA services is closely related to the concept of database
trustworthiness (or assurance), which has two important aspects: one is the ex-
tent to which we trust that the database state is valid and not corrupted. We call
this aspect state trustworthiness, which is the focus of state-oriented survivabil-
ity. The other is the extent to which we trust that the services delivered by the
database system are not corrupted or distorted. We call this aspect service trust-
worthiness, which concerns the database system’s capacity in delivering QoIA
services. State trustworthiness represents the System Security Officer’s(SSO’s)
view of the database’s trustworthiness, while service trustworthiness represents
the services’ or the users’ view of the database’s trustworthiness. Service trust-
worthiness is very desirable because it directly addresses how users’ businesses
are affected by attacks. The goal of this paper is to develop a novel service-
oriented survivability scheme that can deliver QoIA database services.

The need to deliver QoIA services can be further justified by a fundamental
limitation of a survivable database system we have developed recently, called
ITDB [9, 2, 8, 7]. The ITDB architecture is shown in Figure 1. When a malicious
transaction is detected, ITDB can locate every transaction affected by
(via damage assessment) and repair each corrupted data object without stopping
the execution of new transactions on-the-fly. However, in many cases damage
assessment and repair could be slower than damage spreading so the database
can become even worse (in terms of integrity) during on-the-fly repair. The
inability of damage assessment and repair in healing the database on-the-fly
indicates the utility of multiphase damage confinement [7], which will first
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quickly confine every data object that could have been corrupted as soon as
a malicious transaction is identified during the confining phase, then try
to unconfine the data objects that are actually not corrupted but mistakenly
confined during several unconfining phases. To ensure that no new transaction
will spread the damage (by after is detected, ITDB does not allow any
access to a confined data object.

A serious limitation of multiphase damage confinement is that substantial
availability could be lost. Since the confining phase needs to instantly confine

during the repair time window from the time when is identified to the time
when every object corrupted by is repaired, many database services which
need to access a confined object could be denied or delayed.

Therefore, to provide more availability, it can be very beneficial to continue
delivering services that need to access a confined data object during the repair
time window. However, since a confined data object could have been corrupted,
so when a service of a user Alice wants to access a confined object she takes
the risk that the service could be distorted, and the SSO takes the risk that the
service could spread the damage. It is not surprising that whether we should take
the risks is dependent on whether we can satisfy the QoIA requirements of Alice
on the service. If Alice’s QoIA requirements can be satisfied, then Alice’s risk
is removed, and the SSO’s risk can be compensated by the availability gain.
Moreover, to minimize the SSO’s risk, the SSO can extend the confinement
control to cover the data objects updated by a QoIA service.

The discussion above indicates the need to deliver QoIA services. To develop
a survivable database system that can deliver QoIA services, we must solve three
fundamental problems: (a) How can we model data objects’ integrity levels?
How can we quantitatively assess or estimate data objects’ integrity levels? (b)
What is “QoIA”? How can we specify QoIA requirements? (c) How to deliver
QoIA services? In this paper, we take the first steps towards solving these
problems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a data
object integrity model that allows us to specify QoIA requirements. We propose
a set of valuable strategies to satisfy users’ QoIA requirements in Section 3.
In Section 4, we present an algorithm to allow a survivable database system to
deliver services with integrity guarantees. The related work is summarized in
5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

every data object corrupted by there is no time for the confining phase to
precisely locate the set of corrupted data objects, so a lot of data objects can
be mistakenly confined, especially when the detection latency is long. Thus
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2. Modeling QoIA Requirements in an ITDB System

In this section, we will formally model several aspects of quantitative QoIA
specification. First, we will define some basic terms.

A database is a set of data objects (objects for short). It is denoted as:
A database provides a set of services to its users. A

service is a set of database transactions (transactions for short). It is denoted as:
In this paper, we will simplify the service definition,

and assume that each service just includes one transaction. A user is a business
customer who accesses the database and changes the database state through
services.

2.1. The Model of Integrity of Data Objects

In ITDB, when attacks occur, some data objects will be corrupted. We define
integrity in a way different from integrity constraints. In our paper, integrity
means whether data objects are good or corrupted.

An Intuitive Model of Integrity of Data Objects. Intuitively, we can model
the integrity of data objects as the following: a data object is associated with an
integrity value, which is either of two values: G or B. G means that the data
object is good, and B means that the data object is corrupted. The integrity
variable is defined for an object at time and This
variable can capture all information of one data object’s integrity property.

However, in a real ITDB system, the previous model is not practical, because
it assumes that the system knows which objects are corrupted and which are
not at every point of time, but it is almost impossible for the ITDB system or
a SSO to have that knowledge. We will analyze the survivability process from
attack detection to damage repair to show why this is almost impossible.

Figure 2 shows the confinement timeline and the database state transition
diagram when one malicious transaction occurs in an ITDB system. A malicious
transaction starts at time and commits at time At time
ITDB detects that this transaction is malicious, and starts the process of damage
confinement, damage assessment and damage repair. This process continues
until time when every object corrupted by is repaired. We denote
the period of time from until as the detection time window, and
denote the period of time from until as the repair time window.
In this process, the database has three distinct states. Before time all
data objects in the database are good, which is state S1. Within the detection
time window, some data objects are corrupted by the malicious transaction.
Since the malicious transaction is not identified by the ITDB system, ITDB still
regards all the data objects as good objects. This is state S2. Within the repair
time window, ITDB has detected the malicious transaction. Here we assume
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Figure 2. The Confinement Timeline and Data Objects State Transition Diagram for One
Malicious Transaction

that ITDB first confines every object that is either in write set or written
after time by other transactions, and then deny new transactions’ access
to the data objects in the containment set (In ITDB, after the confining phase is
done, all the objects that are confined are conceptually held in this set). Then
the database is in state S3. After time the database transits back to state
S1.

In state S3, there are four kinds of data objects from the ITDB’s perspective:
(1) Good data: the data objects outside of the containment set. (2) Unknown
bad data: the data objects in the containment set that have been corrupted, but
ITDB doesn’t know that they are corrupted. (3) Unknown good data: the data
objects in the containment set that have not been corrupted, and ITDB is not
sure that they are good. (4) Known bad data: the data objects in the containment
set that have been corrupted, and ITDB knows that they are corrupted.

From the above analysis, we can find that the above data integrity model is
not practical, since the assumption is not true in a real system that the system
knows each data object’s exact integrity value in any time. Thus we need to
give a more practical model to data object integrity.

In this paper, we focus on the model and specification aspects about how to
access the confined data objects in state S3. How to deliver QoIA service in
state S2 is out of the scope of this paper.

A Practical Model of Integrity of Data Objects. From the previous analysis,
we find that ITDB has incomplete knowledge about integrity values of many
data objects in the containment set within the repair time window. Because of
this uncertainty, if users are provided services in this period, they may have to
take risk of accessing corrupted data objects. Our idea is to use a probability
based integrity model to quantitatively assess this risk.

In this model, each data object has also two integrity values; which are G or
B. G means that the data object is good, and B means that the data objects is
corrupted.

In order to assess the risk, we have to estimate which data objects are good
in the containment set, since we can not get exact information about it. Assume
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that we have a good estimator to estimate probabilities that data objects in the
containment set are good in the repair time window. (In the later section, we
will have a more detailed discussion about how to do estimation.) We denote
the probability that a data object is good at time as We call
as integrity level, and Integrity level of a data object
indicates that the frequency of is good when a specific attack pattern occurs.
For example, when a malicious transaction occurs, which
means that if the bad transaction occurs 100 times, the times when is
good is 90.

For example, for an object when the database is in states S1 or S2,
When a malicious transaction is detected at time

is estimated as 40%. At time is identified as damaged, then
In the time is repaired, so is updated to 100%

again. Thus integrity level is:

This model is more practical than that of the intuitive model, since in many
cases We can use the (transaction) history to get good estimations about data
object integrity levels, and moreover the SSO can use additional semantic in-
formation and workload characteristics to improve such estimations. Finally, it
should be noted that the intuitive integrity level model is a special case of this
model. If at each time we let have only two values: 100% or 0%,
then this model will generate the same kind of integrity levels as the intuitive
model.

2.2. The QoIA Requirement Model

Based on the data object integrity model, we can specify QoIA requirements.
For each user, his/her QoIA requirements are the requirements on service trust-
worthiness. Since a service is composed of a set of transactions, to specify
QoIA requirements, we need to model a transaction’s trustworthiness at first.

A transaction’s input and output are shown in Figure 3. A transaction (a) has
a set of input arguments, called the input of the transaction, (b) reads a set of
data objects, called the readset of the transaction, and (c) writes a set of data
objects, called the writeset of the transaction. We denote a transaction T’s input
as its readset as and its writeset as

We assume that the input to a transaction is not corrupted and the execution
of the transaction is not distorted. Hence, the transaction’s trustworthiness is
only related to its readset. How to handle malicious inputs is out of the scope
of this paper.
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Figure 3. A Transaction’s Input and Output Graph

Transaction T ’s QoIA requirements: for a data object in T’s readset, a
lowest bound of integrity level is specified and denoted as where

This requirement means at any time.
Next we will define a user QoIA requirements: for a service that

uses, the QoIA requirements of on are specified for each transaction that
belongs to this service. In particular, a lowest bound of integrity level for each
transaction that belong to is specified. We denote it as
and this requirement means that should be held
at any time, in which

In our framework, can be specified by users or by an agent
program. The mechanism to specify it will be our future work. Now we have
specified a user’s QoIA requirements. The next issues are how ITDB systems
can satisfy all users’ QoIA requirements, and what strategies can be used to
deliver QoIA services.

3. Strategies to Satisfy Users’ QoIA Requirements

3.1. How to Estimate Data Objects’ Integrity Level?

execution. This spreading is related to and new transactions’ arrival pattern
and access pattern, thus we can use previous history to predict the future. The
idea is to do prediction based on a probabilistic object affecting pattern. For
each object we can use the previous history to estimate the probability that
another object is affected by directly or indirectly. Then we can construct
an affected object set for This set includes every object that can be affected
by and the probability that this object is good when is corrupted by a
malicious transactions For example, the affected object set can
be as the following: is the
data object that has been affected by in the history, and is the probability
estimation that is good when is corrupted by a malicious transaction.
When a malicious transaction B is detected, we can check the affected object
set of the data objects that belong to For example, suppose B’s writeset

the affected object set of

When a malicious transaction is committed, the objects in are the
initial corrupted data objects. And then in the detection time window, the
corruption will be spreading to other data objects through the new transactions’
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If a data object belongs to affected sets and its
tuples are we can set

is time from current time until the ITDB
identifies whether is good.

3.2. How Can Transactions Affect Data Objects’ Integrity
Levels?

First, we want to present the propagation rule.
Propagation rule: if transaction T’s readset is

then for each data object its integrity level

The propagation rule is a syntactic rule, and it produces conservative results.
If we use semantic analysis, for example, data flow analysis, we can get more
accurate and optimistic results. The issue to do semantic analysis is out of the
scope of this paper.

Not all transactions propagate damage (caused by a malicious transaction).
We call the transactions that propagate damage as spreading transactions.

Spreading transaction: During a repair time window, if a new transaction’s
readset includes some data in the current containment set, and the writeset is
not empty, it is called a spreading transaction.

The other transactions are non-spreading transactions. They include read-
only transactions and the transactions that don’t access objects in a containment
set.

Spreading transactions can spread corruption to new data objects (when data
objects in their writesets are out of the containment set) or increase data objects’
corruption probability (when data objects in their writesets are in the contain-
ment set). This will affect the capability of the ITDB to satisfy all users’ QoIA
requirements.

3.3. Strategies in Making Decisions about Denying a
Spreading Transaction

Within a repair time window, if a spreading transaction comes, a decision has
to be made about whether to deny its execution or not. Consider the following
objectives when making such a decision.

Throughput rule: execute as many transactions as possible that access
objects in the containment set.

Spreading rate rule: guarantee that the damage spreading rate is low.
The damage spreading rate can be defined in several ways, for example,
it can be measured by the number of data objects newly corrupted within
one second.
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The throughput rule aims to maximize ITDB’s availability in delivering QoIA
services. In contrast, the spreading rate rule aims to (a) minimize the amount of
damage spreading that could be caused by the QoIA services that access a con-
fined data object, and (b) minimize the number of services that need to be undone
later. Note that if a transaction allowed to access a confined data object is found
affected and involved in spreading the damage, it will be undone, and the user
that submits the service will finally lose the availability of this service. In the fol-
lowing, we will use an example to show the idea. Suppose when an ITDB system
detects a malicious transaction B, it will enforce the initial confinement instantly
and the resulted containment set is For an object suppose before is
repaired, a sequence of transactions will arrive at the ITDB system and ask to ac-
cess Suppose these transactions are: 0.9), 0.6,0.6), 0.8,0.8),-

0.9), 0.8,0.8), 0.7,0.7), 0.9). The tuple 0.9)means that
will not write to (i.e., it is a read-only transaction), and its requirement on
integrity level is 0.9. The tuple 0.7,0.7) means that (a) will write

to (b) requirement on integrity level is 0.7; (c) will change
integrity level to 0.7 after commits; and (d) writeset includes only
Other tuples have similar meanings.

When arrives, we assess and found that integrity level is 0.9. For
this sequence, we can do an offline analysis based on the complete knowledge
about what transactions will arrive following to get an optimal execution
sequence that enforces the two rules. With the constraint that a transaction
can be executed only if its QoIA requirements can be satisfied, the following
execution sequences are possible: (1) (2) (3)

(4) According to the throughput rule and the spreading rule, we
can find the optimal execution sequence is sequence (3).

The above example handles only one object. For multiple objects, similar
offline analysis can be done. With offline analysis, we can make optimal de-
cisions in terms of the two rules about whether or not to deny a QoIA service.
However, in the real world, in many cases we have to make such decisions on-
line without complete knowledge about the transactions that will arrive in the
future. The decision is related to the future transactions’ arrival patterns and
access patterns, and also related to their readsets and writesets. It is clear that
without complete knowledge about these affecting factors, it is impossible to
make optimal decisions when delivering QoIA services. Hence, from now on,
we will focus on near-optimal decision making using heuristics. In particular,
we want to use the history to do some predictions about what could happen in
the future, then make decisions based on the prediction. The prediction is basd
on some heuristics. We propose a simple method to deal with this problem:

First, in order to enforce the spreading rate rule, we set a lowest bound or
threshold for the integrity levels of all the data objects in the containment
set. We denote this threshold as For example, if we set
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then for each object o in the containment set, should be
always satisfied.

We want to use the history to judge if we will let a spreading transaction
be executed. Our simple scheme is based on the following heuristic: if
there are a lot of new spreading transactions arriving, then there will be
many similar type transactions bound to arrive later. Our idea is that
if there are at least DENY_SIZE spreading transactions that have been
denied, this kind of spreading transactions will be permitted to execute
next time if the QoIA requirement is satisfied and the lowest threshold

is satisfied. DENY_SIZE is a parameter to specify the number of
spreading transactions that the ITDB can deny execution at most. For
example, in the previous example, if we set DENY_SIZE= 2, then the
execution sequence will be DENY_SIZE can be adjusted
according to previous repair history.

The above is only an example heuristic based method. Good heuristics need
to adapt to different workloads. Developing and evaluating new heuristics for
different situations will be one of our future work.

4. QoIA Aware Damage Confinement and Repair
Algorithm

In this section, a QoIA-aware damage confinement and repair algorithm
will be proposed. We only focus on how to integrate our QoIA management
framework into the original ITDB algorithms [9]. In order to provide QoIA
services, a new module QoIA manager will be added, and the modules of
the Confinement Executor, the Unconfinement Executor, which both belong to
the Damage Confinement Manager, and the Damage Repair will be modified.
Since QoIA services may spread the damage, for spreading transactions, we
will confine objects of their writesets to control probably damage spreading.

4.1. Data Structures

In the ITDB, each object is associated with a time stamp, denoted by
indicates when x is updated. The ITDB’s log includes all read and write

operations of the transactions. (Refer to the paper [9] about the techniques for
getting read information.) ITDB maintains D_SET and U_SET that are used in
the damage containment and repair stage. D_SET maintains each object that
the Damage Repair has identified it corrupted, and U_SET maintains the set of
objects that have been unconfined by the Unconfinement Executor. And ITDB
uses the confinement time window to enforce time stamp based confinement
control.

In this algorithm, we will add three new data structures:
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STT: a spreading transaction table that is an array of records. Each record
has six fields: (1) a transaction id; (2) a start time of this transaction; (3)
the commit time of this transaction; (4) a transaction type (used by the
type based unconfinement phase [7]); (5) a list of input arguments of
this transaction (used to materialize a transaction’s readset and writeset
[7]); (6) a log sequence number of this transaction’s commit record in the
log file (used to find all the operations of this transaction, since all the
operation log entries of a transaction are chained together in the log). STT
records each spreading transaction’s information in the repair period.

I_SET: an array of tuple is integrity level. After
the QoIA manager assesses an object’ integrity level, we put the tuple

to I_SET.

S_SET: an array of data objects. This array keeps all spreading transac-
tions’ writesets. This set is a new spreading set after initial confinement.
In order to control damage leakage, we will still contain this set. Thus
the intersection of S_SET and U_SET is empty, since objects in U_SET
have been unconfined.

4.2. QoIA Manager

The QoIA Manager is a component to stay between the Policy Enforce-
ment Manager and the Database Scheduler(refer to Figure 1), and it maintains
the global data structure STT and the local data structure I_SET. The Damage
Confinement Manager and Damage Repairer modules will access STT.

In the repair time window, when a new transaction arrives, the QoIA Man-
ager will check if the system can satisfy the QoIA requirements of the user who
submits the transaction. If it makes the decision that this transaction can be
executed, it forwards this transaction to the scheduler; else, it denies this trans-
action, and sends a response to the user. Thus the QoIA manager is responsible
to: (1) Assess an object’s integrity level if a new transaction will access this
object. (2) Evaluate if a new transaction’s QoIA requirement is satisfied. (3)
Make the decision whether to deny a new transaction or not. (4) Maintain STT,
I_SET.

Algorithm 1 [QoIA Control]
/* it only executes in the repair period. And the Confinement Executor maintains
the confinement time window For an object if and

or if then is confined. */
while ( a new transaction T arrives )

for each object
// In the transaction T, QoIA requirement is

{
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{
if ( is confined)

{
if ( is in I_SET) retrieve its integrity level as
else estimate its integrity level as

and add the tuple in I_SET.
if deny this transaction’s execution,
and go to while statement.

}
}
use the strategies proposed in Section 3 to make the decision about

whether this transaction can be executed. If it is permitted to be executed,
then the QoIA Manager forwards it to the Scheduler.}

For a spreading transactions after is committed, for each object
a tuple is added in I_SET, and is added in S_SET. Then

the record of is added in STT, and if then remove it from
U_SET. If it is aborted, there is nothing to do.

4.3. Modifications to the Damage Confinement Manager
and the Damage Repairer

One of the main differences between QoIA services and original ITDB ser-
vices is: in QoIA services, Transactions can access confined data, so it can
spread damage in order to deliver QoIA services. We have to modify the Dam-
age Confinement Manager and Damage Repairer to handle this situation.

In the Damage Confinement Manager, all transactions that each unconfine-
ment phase has to handle include the transactions in the confinement time win-
dow and the transactions in STT. All containment data objects that each
unconfinement phase has to handle include the objects whose updated time
stamps are within the period of and the objects in S_SET. In QoIA aware
situation, the Damage Confinment Manager has to handle more transactions
and more objects with the similar algorithm with the original one.

The Damage Repairer has the similar modification as that of the Damage
Confinement Manager. Besides original transactions and objects that it has to
handle, it will also handle transactions in STT, and repair corrupted objects in
S_SET. After an object is repaired, the Damage Repairer will remove from
S_SET if and change the confinement time window to which
means the log before time has been repaired. For a transaction
after T is repaired or identified as good, T will be removed from STT.

Since the QoIA service probably spreads damage, we need to make sure that
repair procedure can terminate. It is easy to detect the repair termination, since
we only need to check whether STT is empty and the length of confinement
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time window is 0. Then the termination problem is: how can we make sure that
repair can terminate?

In our algorithm, we can easily control the damage spreading rate. We can
use sizes of STT and S_SET to dynamically change the parameter DENY_SIZE
and (the lowest threshold for all contained objects’ integrity level). By
changing DENY_SIZE and  the damage spread rate can be controlled. Thus
we can make sure that repair can terminate.

4.4. Performance Issues

5. Related Work

With a focus on data confidentiality, traditional database security technolo-
gies, such as authorization [6], inference control [1], multilevel secure databases
[12], and multilevel secure transaction processing [4], cannot tackle data cor-
ruption attacks. Although database survivability is a relatively new topic, there
is already substantial work in this field. Some database attack recovery work
is done in [11]. In [3], a color scheme for marking damage and a notion of
integrity suitable for databases that are partially damaged are used to develop a
fault-tolerant mechanism to survive database attacks. Their approach assumes
that each data object has an (accurate) initial damage mark, while our approach
will dynamically estimate and adjust the integrity levels of a lot of objects
whenever a new malicious transaction is identified.

In [9], a comprehensive survivable database system (i.e., ITDB) is devel-
oped, where several valuable database survivability techniques are developed,
such as on-the-fly attack recovery [2], attack isolation [8] and multiphase dam-
age containment [7]. However, all these techniques focus on how to maintain

With the strategies that we proposed previously, it is easy to integrate the
Algorithm 1 to the ITDB prototype. Through analysis of Algorithm 1, we can
find that the algorithm has little impact to the ITDB’s performance.

In the algorithm, three additional data structures are added. Within the re-
pair time window, the number of spreading transactions is denoted as We
assume that a spreading transaction’s writeset and read objects in the contain-
ment set are small, then the space complexity of all STT, I_SET, and S_SET is

The algorithm is enforced only during the repair time window. It only handles
transactions that will access some confined objects. If damage spreads, the
Damage Confinement Manager and Repairer will have additional work, but we
can control the damage spreading rate. This is a tradeoff between additional
repair time because of damage spreading and the gained availability through
delivering QoIA services during the repair time window.
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data integrity and availability under sustained attacks, and they are limited in
delivering QoIA services.

6. Conclusions

This paper takes the first steps to deliver database services with informa-
tion assurance guarantees. In particular, (a) we introduce the concept of QoIA
services; (b) we present a data integrity model which allows customers or appli-
cations to quantitatively specify their integrity requirements on the services that
they want the database system to deliver; and (c) we present an algorithm that
can enable a database system to deliver a set of QoIA services without violating
the integrity requirements specified by the customers on the set of services.

In our future work, first, we want to develop the efficient strategies to estimate
data objects’ integrity level; second, we want to extent and generalize our
integrity model to deal with other situations, such as, the integrity model for
data objects in state S2; third, we want to implement a prototype to evaluate
our design.
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